MUNICIPAL ELECTION

In regard to the pending city election the following extract is made from Harper's Weekly, Dec. 27, 1909.

"Boston is being reconstructed municipally and the forth coming city election is of great importance. The outcome is being watched with absorbing interest. Boston is the first city in the East and the largest in the country to cast aside national party affiliations in municipal elections. This total disfranchisement of century-old one-cam is difficult, critical, even dangerous. The glorification is directly the result of Boston's brand-new charter, and the essentials of which follow.

The Mayor is elected for four years.

A city council of nine takes the place of a board of aldermen of thirteen and a common council of several times that number.

The police force.

Committee before; the work is unique in that it combines industrial biology, chemistry and engineering.

Edward J. Hart will probably not retire, for though he has been in poor health, his vigor and independence have been undiminished.

The post office at Boston.
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